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About This Game

Shoot 'em up with the 3rd game in the Gundemonium Collection series. Hitogata Happa is considered one of the hardest doujin
style shooters ever! – Unlike the first two games, Hiitogata Happa is a vertical scrolling upward shooter, the action in this game
is a visual mish-mash of weaponry that will give your senses a total overload. Threatened by an invading army who is terrorizing

the land, Rosa enlisted the magic of a witch, Kreutzer – who has charmed her own army of magic dolls, each with extreme
power and crazy weapons. Use these dolls to take revenge on the invaders as you blast through six, intense stages. Choose from

twelve playable characters (four unlockable), each with their own special abilities, and unlock secret game features.

Key features:

6 stages of vertical-scrolling bullet insanity

Sweet old-school retro anime-style art

8 playable characters, and 4 unlockable characters

2 unlockable special modes

13 Steam achievements
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Full online leaderboards

New arranged soundtrack by Woofle
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Title: Hitogata Happa
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Platine Dispositif
Publisher:
Rockin' Android
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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One of the highest quality couch games ever, the fighting could be a little smoother but is often forgotten about when you play.
The charm and music is like no other.

Has to be a top 5 couch game in the past few years. Tighten up the fighting and provide more moves and this is an easy 10/10..
Great \u201cpussle game\u201d. Tonka trucks for men...what more can I say 10/10. super game!. THE GRAPHICS that's what
it is really all about.. RUN. SHOOT. ENJOY !
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Game's pretty fun, physics are a bit wonky but okay. My real problem with the game is the camera control, typical top down
view for TD but there's no way to change the camera angle from up and down, limiting your build options. The building system
is also wack, you can only connect pieces linearly, meaning that everything has to be an offshoot of something else. This is okay
until you try building larger constructs, in which case the lack of connections makes the whole thing wobbly as hell. This
basically makes it where you're stuck building small stuff because larger constructs just aren't viable. Really limits the potential
that the game has.. This isn't a terrible game but it's WAY overpriced at 9.99, maybe $1.. too confusing, and very buggy, Id use
a different music program.. Runs terribly, and by "runs" I mean it freezes three seconds into the intro and crashes my computer..
Well the Art book is really worth it along with the soundtrack which for most Warhammer games is good, but the E-short story
could be longer and the arc scourge is okay could be more useful.. Game has been abandoned by the developers with broken
achievements and game-breaking bugs still intact. Steering of the ships feels all wrong too and makes it hard to accurately hit
power-ups and boosts.. A very simple premise that become less so as the game continues. There are a variety of ways to solve
the puzzles presented before you. Make sure the settings are on a level your computer can handle.
https://youtu.be/kV4nGjfBWGo. Got this game on sale, only drawback so far is after resetting the upgrade currency on the floor
spikes they want to end up on the ceiling. Only about halfway through the first area so not sure if its just me or if that is an issue
everyone else dealt with, but I'd recommend only getting this when it is on sale.. game dont wanna start up and connect to my
vive.

sadly :(
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